REPORT FROM
YORKSHIRE
FORUM

ISSUE TEN

The whole session of talks will Davies who I had never heard
be on video, YouTube, soon, of and were not properly
so I will not try and repeat
introduced. Only that
what was said and try and do evening, while doing some
I attended the Yorkshire
as good a job. The first
research, I found out what
Nationalist Forum in Bradford speaker talked about how
serious activists they are.
last Saturday, 1st April. I had popular fascism was in
Although National Action is
not intended to go but Gary Yorkshire in the 1930's where 'no more' having been
Raikes asked me to go in his 10,000's would turn out to
banned, I doubt these two
place as he could not attend fascist meets.
will be going into retirement
with what had happened a
anytime soon. Alex gave a
day earlier. A 'credible threat'
excellent talk, as he has a
had been made and Gary
reputation for. Towards the
decided, this time, to support
end, someone did ask, 'So
his wife rather than attend
what are we going to do?' I
the meeting 400 miles away .
could easily have stood up,
At the meeting, I wasn't
gone back to the stand and
expecting a lot other than a
spoke. I would not have
load of old men talking about
dared to reveal all my ideas, I
the good old days and the
love to see daylight too much.
I was second speaker but
finer points on political
One step would be the closing
only
to
read
out
Gary's
matters, but I was wrong.
down of Halal, total closure.
statement. In the statement
There was a very wide age
Halal slaughter has no place
range of activists there and in there was criticism of the
in our Christian lands. The
BNP's
former
MEP's.
Only
representation. The old gang
meat factories, the haulage
after I had sat down later that
there would acknowledge
and the shops dealing with it
they had failed over the past I realised that it was Andrew would come under our
40 years but were very open Brons MEP sat at the front! activism. How would our
And he had questioned me
to new ideas or to listen to
Liberal-Thugs go about it,
about
whether
I
really
new ideas of ways forward.
how would we go about it if
thought that the MEP's had
This came very apparent
we had the thuggish
when I later came to find out done no good. (Apart from
mentality of these Reds?
lining
their
own
pockets
and
who the speakers were. I feel
What would happen if a
I had attended a very special splitting the BNP no they did sector of the people of these
no good….Editor) The other
edition of the forum this
lands were denied their Halal
two
speakers
down
to
talk
month although I had been
meat?
asked to cover my black shirt were Kevin Layzall and Alex Clive Jones, NBU Officer
'flash and circle' patch!
for North England.
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BALLOT BOX
FUTILITY

infrastructure which those
achieved through an equal
expenditure of time and
Taken from 'Party time orthodox parties possess.
Such people, priding
money in other ways. One
has ended' by Colin
themselves on their
thing such electioneering
Jordan
astuteness, perpetrate the
certainly does not achieve is
absurdity of abandoning the that manifestation which
The very raison d'etre of a
capacity to reform in pursuit more than that of intellect
political party is to appeal
of the opportunity to reform. and ideals moves the masses
sufficiently to the masses so
- the manifestation of
In deep privacy and with a
as to obtain sufficient votes in
crafty wink, some will confide strength - for it almost always
elections as to attain state
that their contortions are only results in a miserable
power, and thus to form a
manifestation of weakness.
window-dressing, and that
government of the country.
when in power they will show
Nationalist parties have been
their true colours. Their true
operating for decades to this
colours, apparent enough
end, and yet have failed to
already, amount to
obtain or even come near to
constitutional weakness. Such
obtaining a single seat in
are the workings of such
Parliament, let alone a
frailty that, giving way to it
necessary majority in
now, come the pay-off they
Parliament, meaning
would never have the
hundreds of seats. While
strength to transcend it. The
during those decades the
smears they fear and vainly
plight of our race and nation
attempt to distance
has worsened and worsened,
themselves from are but the
such parties have come no
concomitant of all adequate
nearer success.
proposals for national and
Some seek to account for this racial resurgence, avoidable
obvious failure to become
only by a shameful procedure
sufficiently known and
of self-sterilization.
acceptable to the masses as a
Others of sterner stuff
failure to trim policy
concede that electoral success
sufficiently for this political
is out of reach, but argue that
market, including a failure to
electioneering is nevertheless
avoid the stigma of "nazi" and
justified for the sake of the
"extremist". Their remedy is
resulting publicity and
to convert themselves that
recruitment. However, to
much more to the masses,
prove their point they need to
instead of seeking to convert
show, and fail to show, that
the masses to them, thus
the gain in whatever quantity
seeking to compete with the
and quality of support
established parties on their
resulting from such
own ground by coming closer
electioneering at least equals,
to them, while still lacking all
if not exceeds, the gain to be
the advantages of
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democratic system which puts This report is from 2005,12
an opposition party in
years ago, since then we have
Westminster who do all they seen the expense scandal
can to derail the government break and the election of an
of the day in the hope of
oxymoronic coalition
replacing them at the next
government whose MP's take
election.
part in 'reality' TV shows in
pathetic attempts to curry
When asked what was the
public favour. Liberals lost
main reason for not voting
seats at the election yet their
36% cited a lack of difference leader was deputy Prime
between parties and that
Minister as Mosley said "all
politicians 'could not be
good old fellows on the
trusted', as this was taken
benches together".
WHY NEW BRITISH back in 2005 one can only
imagine how high that
Over recent years it began to
UNION-WHY NOW percentage is now.
become clear to myself that a
form of fascism would be
Only 19% cited apathy as a required to save our once
A major national survey
reason for not voting. This is great country, that it hasn't
(taken May 2005) has shown important to note as it clearly yet formed in the minds of
that political disaffection is by shows that the vast majority the people is down to us to
far the biggest factor behind of non voters would vote if
rectify.
low turn out at recent
they felt they had something
elections
worth voting for.
The time is now right that is
why I launched New British
The survey of people who
More than 90% identified
Union a movement of the
were registered to vote but three or more political issues people against the political
who didn't was commissioned that mattered to them despite class and the enemies of
by the Power Inquiry, a year the fact that 66% declared
Britain. Mosley was right
long inquiry into falling
themselves as disinterested in eighty years ago he remains
political participation including politics-suggesting that many right today, October 1932 saw
election turnouts and growing non-voters do not connect the the flag of British Union raised
disillusionment with sham
issues that concern them to in Britain for the first time,
British democracy.
parliamentary talking shop
January 2013 saw it flying
politics.
proudly once again.
KEY FINDINGS
Most non-voters (54%) when
asked what would encourage
them to vote said, politicians
keeping their promises (some
hope!) the figure rose for the
18-24 year old to 72%. Of
course keeping promises is
impossible under the present

Power Inquiry chair Helena Lets rally the people and work
Kennedy QC said' "It is not
to get our message to the
good enough to blame low
masses ACTION IN UNITY.
turnouts on voter apathy.
People very clearly care about
important issues they just
don't trust the politicians or
the processes by which they
claim their mandates".
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THE LIES THEY TELL
1) We are being lied to

4) We are being lied to
for them, not for whoever has about immigration.

about unity ("one race the to pay for it, in handouts,
human race.") The truth is
entitlements, the erosion of

America was not a nation of
immigrants until the 1960s,

there are any number of ways race, nation, culture, the
and the rhetoric didn't really
to subdivide the so-called
breakdown in trust and civic become reality in most places
"human race" according to
engagement, and all of the until probably at least the
various criteria and along

other ways. "Diversity" is a lie 1980s or 1990s. It does not

various lines. The lie of unity aimed specifically at our
is advanced to conflate
delegitimization,

benefit us in any way to

different things as equal.

dispossession,

most of these people, but it

2) We are being lied to

disenfranchisement, and

costs us quite a bit.

about equality. Just as no

destruction through

human individual is exactly

demographic displacement.

accept, welcome, or tolerate

5) We are being lied to
about tolerance. It is not an

equal to another, neither are

absolute or unlimited virtue or

any identifiable groups

value, but a very limited and

exactly equal to one another,

contextual one. Outside of

in their averages or

those limits and that context,

distributions of traits and

it has negative value, and

characteristics. Some

those definitely aren't large

individuals and groups are

enough to include Islam.

shockingly unequal. The lie of
equality is advanced to justify
diversity and redistribution.

3) We are being lied to
about diversity. We are told

6) We're being lied to
about Islam, it is not a
religion of peace. Enough
said...

that diversity is our strength

We can no longer afford

and that it has benefits which

to bear the cost of these

are worth its cost. In most

lies, or others, and the

cases this is untrue, except to

malicious, self-serving,

the worthless parasites who

lying, liars who lie them.

are generally classified as
"diversity." Diversity is great

Eli Harman
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HAVE YOUR SAY

watch any soaps I didn't
malevolent parities, and I am
know that but it adds to the filled with hope at the real
argument. This would seem prospect of a better future.
to be part of a campaign to This, as you know too well,
get us to accept such
can only and will only be
arrangements as normal and achieved through a tight and
thus help to destroy
sharp sense of duty and
Englishness. This might not cohesion among our people. I
be as obvious as the ethnic am proud to be involved in
cleansing of English folks
securing a whole and
from a lot of London,
prosperous future for our
Leicester and even Derby [not children. Thank you for
that I ever go to such places!] existing.
but it is part of the same plot
being carried out by our
Matthew Dean
A few month since Frank and
politically correct rulers who
me were chatting in Crown
are the after-comers
All media is NUJ
here on Sleetmoor
[descendants] of the Anglo- controlled and dominated
one Sunday dinner [where
Normans.
with a far left agenda.
else would you be on
Even thought one or two
a Sunday dinner?] and I
A
few
week
since
I
swapped
reporters might actually have
mentioned that lots of
over
from
the
Co-op
Bank
to
an almost open mind you can
television adverts now were
using a black or Asian actor Nationwide where most of my rest assured their editors
alongside an English one as a investments already are but don't . Any interview given ,
should it not go the way the
married couple or partners in not my current account.
They
sent
me
a
very
good
reporter or his editor intends
such adverts.This bothered
introductory
pack
headed
will simply be twisted out of
Frank as well. Not long after
"Welcome
to
something
a
bit
context , or forgotten about
this Athelney Books sent me a
special".
Lo
and
behold
it
has
as if it never happened . The
copy of a book called White
a
glossy
picture
on
front
of
a
old adage "any news is good
Wyrm Rising - a journey
nice, fair haired English
news " is a load of bollocks ,
into modern English
woman
and
her
partner
a
Joe Public is mentally
nationalism.This was to see
black
bloke
and
a
half
caste
retarded and unable to
what I thought of it before
child!
FOR
ONCE
I
HAVE
NO
separate truth from bullshit so
they decided whether to bring
IDEA
WHAT
WE
CAN
DO.
latches onto the crap they
it out or not. I had a few
read printed in the papers ,
criticisms of it not least the
Wesan
ge
hale,
claim they don't believe
fact the Edmund Dee used
everything they read , then
metric terms whenever
Gran.
believe everything they read .
mentioning any distances!
Everyone is entitled to their
The book was not published
personal opinion naturally ,
but interestingly on page 64
he mentions the mixed race I am familiar with Mosley but that opinion is simply that
and his ideas, and I am
, their opinion . I was given
adverts and that on the
aware
of
the
level
to
which
the offer to be given an
"soaps" so many families are
we are lied to and
interview by the Press and
now like that. As I don't
manipulated by certain
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Journal a few years ago , l
politely declined the privilege
of having their reporter
interview me , fabricate my
replies , then report I was
planning to gas the Jews.

Richard Payne

History appears to be
I have had a whole
afternoon trying to debate repeating itself in Syria.
with a room of young
liberals at a university, I Those of us who openly and
publicly supported Serbia in
have never met so many
the 1990s civil war in
privlidged middle class self
Yugoslavia see history
loathing twisted human
repeating itself now in Syria.
beings in my life.

FRIENDS OF THE LEAGUE Their inability to grasp a
During February 1994, a
different
world
view
is
quite
OF ST GEORGE (FLSG) is
mortar bomb was fired into
staggering,
as
is
their
an Independent Club which
the main square of Sarajevo.
unwillingness to even accept Muslim forces defending the
promotes support for the
League of St George and the they may be incorrect in their city straight away blamed the
way of thinking. The 'girls'
LSG quarterly magazine
Serbs and were backed up in
"League Sentinel". The FLSG idea of debate is to shout as this, first by the UK and then
loud as they can at any of the the US.
was originally founded in
1974 and was advertised in boys who may hold a
different opinion, the boys on When UN experts looked into
the LSG monthly journal of
the whole seem to lack any this, they concluded that the
the time called "League
Review" as follows: "FRIENDS masculin trait and bay slogans bomb had had been fired by a
sheep-like in a clear attempt Bosnian Army position. It was
OF THE LEAGUE OF ST
GEORGE. If you would like to to close down any meanful
further concluded that the
dialogue. A hardcore minority Muslims had fired on their
become a member of the
League and meet others with made it clear that if they had own people to provoke NATO
similar ideas. If you want to known earlier about the
to come in and fight on the
meeting
they
would
never
of
do something to make Britain
Islamic side.This worked.
alowed
it
to
go
ahead!
When
a better place to live in. If you
believe in social justice. If you asked about freedom of
The ISIS fighters in Syria will
speech
I
was
told
that
it
believe the government
do anything to discredit
doesnt apply to fascists that I President Assad's regime,
should put its own people
shouldnt be here and why
first. If you are against
including using tactics akin to
dont
I
'go
away',
when
I
Communism." The FLSG has
those used in Sarajevo. It
pointed out that if I said that seems history does repeat
recently been revived and
meetings, socials, camps and to the foriegn students in the itself.
visits to European Patriots on room I would be convicted of
the Continent are planned to commiting a hate crime they In 2014 the UN took
take place in future. Contact cheered, completely missing possession of all the Syrian
the point! You just cant make government's stock of
us:
this stuff up! Share a trench chemical weapons but was
Email:flsg1974@outlook.com with these guys? I wouldnt
unable to search those parts
like to share a toilet with
of the country held by the
them! If these people are the rebels. It is well known that
future Britain will never win a rebels captured some stocks
war again. Gary Raikes
of chemical weapons and they
are proven already to use
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them even against their own pictures from Syria ask the
After watching the video of
people if it gains them an
question: Who stands to
Clive speaking at the
advantage.
benefit from this atrocity.
Yorkshire Forum I would like
Certainly not President Assad! to answer a couple of the
Already Donald Trump has
rather hostile questions put to
used this as an excuse to
him. Firstly the absurd
NEW BRITISH UNION
illegally bomb a Syrian Army NEWSFLASH
suggestion that I 'bottled out
airfield with 59 cruise
of attending' I had a good
missiles. Those of us who
With interest in NBU at an all reason not to attend and so
openly welcomed Trump as time high journalists have
not to let Liam, the organiser,
US president now wonder if crawled out of the gutter to down I asked Clive to cover
he can break his oft-stated
for me. I have spent the last
'report' on the movement.
denial that the US would
five years travelling to talk
This is a reminder to all
intervene in Syria. How many officers and ordinary
with people across the UK
of his other promises will he members if approached by
what made the person who
keep?
the media DO NOT ANSWER put this foward think that
ANY OF THEIR QUESTIONS Yorkshire was in anyway
Granville V Stone
problematic for me is beyond
simply say "no comment I
have been instructed not to comprehension.So too the
Since this letter was written a talk to you". Simply direct
question about who our
few days ago I have learnt
them to NBU office secretary independent councillors
that the propaganda put out to deal with their requests.
are.Did this person really
by Alastair Campbell that
These people will not report belive that giving out our
many thousands of young
on us favourably in anyway or members names and where
Muslim Albanians were
they sit would be a sensible
form, do not be fooled by
missing believed massacred in their friendly manner or
course of action? The fact is if
Serbian concentration camps talking 'off the record' all they people dont believe us fine,
was a lie! Post war
what they choose to believe is
want is one sensational
investigations could find no quote, they will take whatever of no importance. We have
trace of this massive alleged you say out of context, they people sitting on councils
atrocity.
across Britain making a
will twist the meaning,
difference that is all that
misrepresent and even lie
Also, and very quietly last
matters.As for the question of
outright to get a story.
year, the International
Anyone who talks to reporters repatriation, if you think that
Tribunal exonerated the late without prior permission from would be even possible in the
Yugoslav leader, Slobodan
21st century you are deluding
the leader will be expelled
Milosovic, from complicity in from the movement.
yourself.It would seem that
any atrocities in Bosnia. This Discipline is key to our
some people at the meeting
unfortunate man was once
are happy to carry on in the
success!
characterised as "the butcher
same old way with the same
of the Balkans". For what it is NBU Office
old parties getting the same
worth our support for him
old results, or should that be
was justified.
same old failures.Is it any
wonder the youth of Britain
So before anybody rushes
are flocking to the Blackshirt
into judgement on the horrific
banner.
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FEATURED OFFICERS
remembering the story's from out he was fascinated by
my grandparents. I decided to Mussolini during/before the
join, the position for regional world war(s) and the
officer became vacant which i predecessor to the NBU were
went for & I was surprised
called The British Union of
when I got it I'm still finding Fascists. The party's main
my feet in the NBU &
focus was to promote peace
hopefully I have a future
and unity within Britain,
serving the NBU my country &however people at the time
it's people.
were blind by the promises of
the same old parties that we
TERRY MAYERS
see today too, yet those
NBU SOUTH EAST
parties that destroyed the old
party, simply because they
disagreed with our views and
caused violence within the
meetings from what I have
found out. It is their mentality
that has led me to switch
Hi my name is Terry Mayers I
sides so to speak.
am the regional officer for the
I have come from a
South East. I am probably the
household that supports
baby amongst the group as I
basically LibDems/Greens and
have only been a member for
Labor. I did vote UKIP in 2015
about a year now & regional
because I believe brexit is
officer for about 4 months.
brexit. There's nothing more
Previously I was in the
to it. The fact that the EU
National Front then the BNP
wants us to pay MORE money
but left when Griffin took over
just to leave is also a sham. I
which should of never
will not allow these political
happened (my opinion) a
elites, who are not really that
good example of
interested in the people but
backstabbing by Griffin who
themselves, their own gain in
later went on to destroy the Hello everyone , I am
power and control over
party. I did look into rejoining Chris.J.Boardman, I currently everyone, yes people are that
the BNP after Griffin was
live in the North West - UK
sick. So I joined this party to
removed but found it
and for quite some time I
fight against the ''AntiFascists'
stagnant & not offering
have been looking at
- #ANTIFA -They resort to
anything that it did under the ''Fascism" and to be quite
violence just to prove their
good old days of Tyndall. I
honest with you. It is not bad own point, it is pathetic and
thought about going back to as you may think. The past they should be banned if they
the national front but decided few years I have been
keep using violence and
against it. I came across the observing 'The New British
verbal threats just to achieve
NBU I had always admired
Union' - I did my research
their goals. I strongly
the work of Mosley &
into Oswald Mosley - I found condemn this organisation. It
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is just a bunch of anarchists are not perfect but we can
time they will come to their
that are up to no good. No
certainly strive to be perfect. senses.
discipline what so ever.
So the answer to the second Thank you for taking your
I will not be by their side. I question ''Where do I see us time to read all of this but I
will not be a part of the side in the future?'' Whilst we havedo legitimate care about the
who will use violence or
a long way to go and there concerns of my people in my
banning a party just because may be some time till we
area and the rest of the
we simply disagree with
actually go to the polls, firstly United Kingdom. Keep up the
them. That is what Marxist
we need to build our
good fight. especially the
parties do, they're un
foundation and gain some
Youth, youth are our only
-democratic as ironic that mayground, we need to earn your hope for any chance of
seem.
trust. The people, the people success. Shine that flame
These Marxist parties have
have been lied to and messed torch high in the sky, it has
one thing in common, they all about with for far too long
dimmed but the flame has
lie, they all promise but never and I am absolutely tired of never been truly put out. We
really deliver and if they do, it it, which is one of the main stand firm, we're not going
is not all that common what's reasons for me joining this
anywhere. They may ban us,
so ever.
party, I have not joined just persecute us, kill us but we
I am 21 years of age, I have to play 'party' politics, I have will never concede to defeat,
studied in college and love to joined to dedicate my life to the heart of the movement is
learn new things.
this movement.
within the heart of the people
Why do I think this party will I am a freelance journalist
and they will never take this
succeed? Where do I see us and I love to help people with from us. They can try but will
in the future? Well a lot of
mental health issues. I am a fail absolutely miserably.
things can happen for sure
true patriot and nationalist at
but I am optimistic that we heart. I love the English flag Use your anger and
will pave the way for the
and the British Union Jack. It frustration to create
British workers to have a
is NOT racist to wave your
motivation, positive action
decent wage, to help the
nationality above, this
and change for the greater
working class, tackle poverty government and the
good for your community.
and most importantly stop the governments before it,
privatization of the NHS. We declared war on nationality Hail Raikes
will succeed but please do
pride. Stand up against this
remember, we're not here to tyranny and say no to this
Chris.J.Boardman
make empty promises. we're idiocy.
New British Union –
here to do work not just talk I want to see a stronger
National Youth Officer
like the old parties. In order Britain. Mental health is poor
for us to succeed as a political near and in the regions where
party, as a movement. We
I live, I am not going to sit
have to fail from time to time, idly by and let our people be
it is impossible to succeed if destroyed from within. Do not
we do not learn from any of be disheartened. We're here.
our mistakes that we have
I hope what I wrote is some
made or ever will make, we hope to us all. Do not allow
the negativity from the
radicalized left get to you ,in
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STATEMENT READ
OUT AT YORKSHIRE
FORUM
We are in a top down system
instigating change that will
take ages to reach grass root
level. Demonstrations are
held as a result of the
people’s frustration at a
perceived injustice that is not
being addressed. They focus
the establishment’s attention
upon a specific issue for a
very brief moment with the
result that a number of
political elite talking heads
appear and spout soothing
words to the masses. The
wheels of democracy begin
their slow turning and
eventually, maybe, one day
something gets done!

It is by cutting the roots that
the plant starts to die, and
dies from the top down.
Fighting elections to sit on top
of the tree may be good for
the candidate’s ego but in
reality will change absolutely
nothing. If anyone can point
out what good having two
BNP members elected as
MEP,s has done for that party
or the nationalist movement
please feel free to enlighten
me.

NBU ‘Operation Citadel’ is the
way forward, it may not be a
high profile, headline
grabbing, attention seeking,
flag flying event but it is our
only hope of building the
strongholds we are going to
need if we are to survive as a
This is the problem that NBU people. The flag flying
is trying to address. To
marches will come later!
combat political correctness If you would like to know
we have to replace the liberal more about ‘Operation
infected level of bureaucracy Citadel’ and the NBU please
that exists at the grass roots contact
of community life. If all the secretary@newbritishunion.co
people on all the different
.uk
street demos actually got
or why not reserve a ticket for
involved at a community level our annual conference and
in all the many
find out in person?
groups/councils/committees/a
ssociations that make up
every community we would Hail Victory
install long needed commonsense back into procedures. Gary Raikes
We could influence the
decision making process and
avoid the need to protest in
the first place. Change things
from the ground up.
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The British Fascisti
“The Rise of British
Fascism”

Haw-Haw' Joyce (1906-1946), The formation of the “British
an avid fascist and Nazi
Fascisti” was born out of the
propaganda broadcaster,
fear of the left wing, the
detested communists, who
were a threatening force
during this time. Orman had a
right to fear the left wing, she
published an article in The
Patriot, which aimed at
seeking out anti-communists,
and through this her party
was forged. During the time
she formed the “British
Fascisti” the “Third
Communist International” or
“Comintern” was under way.
The “Comintern” was founded
by Vladimir Lenin on the 2nd
ROTHA LINTORN-ORMAN
of March 1919 and was
Although Sir Oswald Mosley
purposed at spreading
(1896-1980), our patron
communism on an
WILLIAM JOYCE
saint, is the one who
International scale, infecting
essentially set the foundations Neil Hawkins (1903-1950),
the mind's of the people.
for our particular movement, who later played an important Similar to Mosley, Orman
role in the “British Union of served during the First World
the one who created the
Fascists”, Charles Knight
“British Union of Fascists”
War. She served with the
(BUF), our predecessor, and (1900-1968), an English spy “Women's Ambulance
and broadcaster and lastly,
essentially dominates the
Reserve”, and was decorated
sphere of British Fascism. The Arnold Leese (1878-1956).
for her contributions to the
true roots of British Fascism
war effort, in particular that
lies with a discredited native
of her assistance during the
of London, Rotha LintornGreat Thessaloniki Fire of
Orman (1895-1935).
1917, a fire that destroyed a
considerable amount of
She was born “Rotha Beryl
Thessaloniki, one of the
Orman” to Major Charles
largest city's in Greece.
Edward Orman, and founded
the “British Fascisti” or
“British Fascists” in 1923, two
years after Benito Mussolini
formed the “National Fascist
Party”, a party that ruled Italy
from 1922 until Mussolini's
ousting in 1943. Amongst the
members of the “British
Fascisti” were William 'Lord

ARNOLD LEESE

Rotha Lintorn-Orman admired
Benito Mussolini, and
attached herself to Fascism.
Although she was essentially
a conservative in spirit, with
an anti-communist agenda.
Her party ran into problems,
she personally worked within
the law and clung on to the
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Conservative Party, as a result
the “British Fascisti” was not
advancing and made little
progress. Many defected to
splinter groups such as the
“Imperial Fascist League” and
the “British Union of Fascists”,
under Mosley. Orman
considered Mosley to be close
to a communist and protested
that she would not join the To conclude, it is perfectly
BUF. Most of her membership sound to utter the view that
defected to the BUF, and in Rotha Lintorn-Orman was
1935, after falling ill in 1933 overshadowed by Sir Oswald
and succumbing to a lifestyle Mosley, and wasn't given the
full credit that she truly
of vices, including drug
deserved. However, it is
taking, the excessive
consumption of alcohol and important to recognise that
promiscuous behaviour, she Rotha Lintorn-Orman was the
died in the Canary Islands at one that sparked the flame,
and it was Mosley who carried
only forty years of age.
the flame that we, the British
people, now bear today.
Never forget the origins of
our prosperous, civilised, and
glorious political ideology,
Fascism.
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